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Many keen students came to the first MOOC session

Massive take-up for our first MOOC
Our new MOOC-based group got off to a flying start last month, with 24
members gathering to study Power and Politics in Today’s World, using
an online lecture course from Yale University.
There are many Massive Open Online Courses available, especially from
universities in the United States, where the entire lecture series is made
available on the internet. This one, by Professor Ian Shapiro, will cover
politics from the fall of communism to the present day.
For the first session, Vivek Nanda (left), who is leading the iU3A group,
arranged a viewing at the Town Hall of the first online lecture. After this
the plan is that members will watch the lecture at home, and then meet
once a month to discuss it.
The idea proved so popular that Vivek is now trying to work out how to
organise the discussions, as 24 (or possibly more – 35 people have expressed an interest) is too many
for a useful discussion. Vivek said: “It looks very likely that we will need to have two separate discussion
groups. We are still exploring room availability at the Town Hall at other times but if that is not
possible, we will use another suitable local venue.
“I hope to create the feel of a friendly and welcoming book group, sharing ideas and views in person,
to make it much more social and enjoyable that just online interactions would be.”
Yale students, and indeed locals (the course is open to nearby residents of New Haven), attend two
lectures a week for 26 weeks. And they are expected to do 150 pages of reading each week. But here
in Islington we will be adopting a more leisurely pace of one session a month – so it may take a while
to complete the course.
Professor Shapiro is also planning “virtual office hours” where he will post online short discussions
about the main topics which have been raised or are likely to be raised by students.
Before he retired Vivek was working in strategic marketing in telecoms. More recently he has been
heavily involved in managing the care of his elderly parents in India.
He is an enthusiastic member of iU3A: he belongs to the Philosophy, Rethinking Economics and World
Cuisine groups, among others.
Vivek said: “I love being able to take part is so many activities locally with others who share my
passions, whether for learning, doing or being. iU3A also provides a great outlet for my mission of
trying to find ways of using technology for socially useful purposes.”

Come and join the Co-operative Singers
As Winter limps towards Spring, what better way to start feeling hopeful and
happy than to spend an hour singing?
Singing is a well-known mood raiser: it will lift your heart, make you smile and
help you throw off the winter blues – almost as good as a holiday in the Canaries,
and it’s free!
The Co-operative Singing Group, which meets at 10.30 on the 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of each month at the Old Fire Station, would love you to come and
join us. We share music we like and are happy to try anything. We’ve sung folk
songs, madrigals, songs from the shows, Christmas songs from Germany and
France, sacred music, Abba – anything goes (We might sing that too!).
At the moment we’re singing a traditional song - I gave my love an apple, as well as Barcarolle from
The Tales of Hoffman, Do you hear the people sing from Les Miserables and Hand me down my silver
trumpet, Gabriel.
We are currently quite a small group of six, and sing either in unison or two-part harmony, and we’d
love to have more voices to boost the sound and the fun. And if there’s a pianist out there who might
enjoy accompanying us, that would make our day.
Why not give it a try? Don’t worry if you don’t read music – If you can sing in the shower, you can sing
at the Old Fire Station.
Do check us out on the website or get in touch with me at cosinging.iu3a@gmail.com. Hope to see you
soon.
Margaret Pattinson

The crossword group create a puzzle specially for us
The Cryptic Crossword group is flourishing, and as evidence of their skills, they created a crossword
for us. Wil Ransome, who leads the group, made a grid and filled it with words, and then each of the
12 members created a clue for a handful of the words. (Solution at the bottom of this newsletter)

ACROSS
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Many Londoners reveal yarn (5)
A good party at the garden cemetery (9)
Loco not on time without information to explain (9)
Presses their on switch, when the witch is away (5)
Shipwrecked Turner, come back (6)
No travelling on Sunday in Ibiza: love-in arranged for sovereign (8)
See Tom, Dick and Harry take cover in the stone circle dispute (9)
Ridicule for his starting in the race (5)
Go in the hospital department with the Queen (5)
Old boy that is backwards taking a timeless position, showing respect (9)
Goes AWOL, but returns holding sore head under pressure (8)
Dance and in France dance (6)
I dial “bananas” for Greek poem (5)
Mentioned earlier, help needed after a mass of trees is cut (9)
Not right! Let me learn about nature spirit (9)
Devoutness forever constant and French variable (5)
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Tchaikovsky’s favourite crazy sex symbol’s apartment (10,5)
Listed spare time (5)
Start of relapse with tonsil fixed nasal passage (7)
A good boy is happy (4)
Wind measured by this headless Scandinavian on time, no Norwegian queen (10)
I let its constituents form a select group (7)
Chopping sailor’s old burning particle (9)
In an unbiased way, I detest sly diner cooking (15)
Bigoted Interpol drops start of prison shambles with soldier (10)
Later being built up, frail feet (9)
Leftovers: part of an estate (7)
Agitate stirred ash puke (5-2)
Let Turner support cycling (5)
Rumour has it lad’s up for an eruption (4)

Huge variety of ideas in German conversation group
More than five years have passed since two of us sat in timidly for our co-ordinator Inge at the annual
iU3A recruitment day in Holloway, with a brief to increase membership of the recently formed German
Conversation Group from, well, the two of us. Plus Inge. As we watched members turning up keenly at
the Italian desk next door and positively overwhelming the French one, we managed over a long
afternoon to recruit one new member. Time and again, we would see people approach, smile nervously
and swerve sideways as they took in the word German above our heads. Panik!
How things have changed. There are now ten of us, meeting twice a month. Ten is the outside limit
for any kind of shared discussion, and we reached that number several years ago. It is a very stable
group, but we welcomed one new member this year. There is currently a waiting list for membership
and a second - Intermediate - group has been formed (we are designated Advanced, but most of us
don’t feel that way). On the treacherous high seas of Brexit, this group has felt like a raft.
The numbers grew for two classic U3A reasons: members told their friends, and we have an inspiring
co-ordinator. Formerly head of German and research fellow at London Metropolitan University in
Holloway, Inge Weber-Newth is the warmest of hostesses and a kind, generous and patient teacher.
Crucially, she makes great coffee and serves exemplary biscuits (Bahlsen Leibniz, dark chocolate). We
laugh a lot. We also meet in one another’s homes – in Kentish Town, Tufnell Park, Clerkenwell and Mile
End. Sometimes round a kitchen table, sometimes on sofas.

Inge has been here for 30 years but still keeps a home in Hanover. Her husband Ian, also an iU3A
member, has just taken German citizenship. Time and again, we return to the theme of Britons in
Germany and Germans here. The historic, cultural symbiosis of the two countries is our given, our core.
We talk about planned subjects – Goethe, Heine, Brecht, the refugee crisis, the rise of the AfD, the
Hamburg Elbphilharmonie, the painters Anselm Kiefer and Gerhard Richter - but also about whatever
has come up that week or that morning: London schools, housing, refuse collection; new movies,
theatre, art shows and TV; the waning of Angela Merkel, the death of Judith Kerr. The buses, the Tube,
the shops that are going, the new café. Hitler, Johnson, Corbyn... Cake. Nothing is too serious or too
trivial for us to attempt auf deutsch. Inge corrects gently, but only when absolutely necessary.
We have also travelled. To Bexhill, for Erich Mendelsohn’s spectacular seaside pavilion; to Leicester,
for the best British collection of German Expressionist art outside London; to Tate Liverpool, for the
paintings of Egon Schiele. Most memorably, we took a spring weekend to Hanover, where we heard the
first cuckoo in the green silence of Belsen and drove back to the city with no conversation at all.
Michael Ratcliffe

Login and load your e-paintbrush
Budding David Hockneys in North London have a chance to hone their skills in our new Ipad painting
group, thanks to artist Sara Maidan and start-up coordinator Gill Hopkins.
Sara, who has her own gallery filled with vibrant colours at Art@111, in Highbury Park. said: “I was
introduced to Ipad painting by a painter friend and was very inspired by seeing what can be done by
it.
“Then Gill suggested starting an iU3A group. As I had been already exploring painting on the iPad I
thought it would be a very good idea because meeting regularly gives the structure needed to progress
in learning more about using those complex apps.”
The group is using the Procreate app, which works with your fingers, but artists can use a special pen
if they prefer.
Sara added: “Our group is small, friendly, and enthusiastic. We are in the early stages using this app,
so we are still experimenting together. This is part of the fun.”
She added: “These days I start by sketching on the Ipad, working the ideas out first, and moving to
translate them onto canvas.”
The group meets fortnightly on Monday mornings at Gill’s house in Canonbury.

Two of Sara’s landscape sketches made using her Ipad

Eutony group climbs mountains

Balance is often an issue as we get older, and among the many things we explored last term in the
Freeflow Eutony sessions was how to improve it in our daily lives.
One could say that good balance starts with the feet. So we first explored how to develop the foot's
sensitivity by standing and moving on bags of conkers or cherry stones, bamboo sticks and thick jute
ropes. (top left)
Then we “walked the tightrope” (top right), and later ventured at high altitude (below left).
We also explored the inner structure of the foot, in particular the first metatarsal bone, and learned
ways to use it to keep our balance when standing or walking, and to establish a good support to throw
to and receive a ball from a partner (below right).
The next step, or “homework”, was to practise using this connection with the floor to balance in buses
and on the underground. (It must be working. Nobody has fallen into another passenger's arms yet).
Therèse Melville

Boat group has fun and games on the (cold) water
The boat group can be found at City Road Basin on the Regent’s Canal, where Islington Boat Club run
“Upperdeckers”, a weekly termtime session for over 55s. Kayaking (the most popular activity),
canoeing and learning how to operate a narrow boat are all on offer. The boat club also runs
occasional trips away, for example white water kayaking in Wales and sea kayaking in Dorset.
The regular sessions usually involve a paddle along the canal followed by competitive games such as
tag and bulldog, aimed at improving technique and confidence. There is often a longer session at the
end of term which gives time for a longer paddle down to Victoria Park for a picnic.
Sessions take place year round whatever the weather – we break the ice to launch the boats if
necessary! It is essential to take a change of clothes as getting wet is an occupational hazard - the
narrow boat is the only dry option. Luckily there are good very hot showers in the changing rooms, and
tea and coffee-making facilities on dry land.
Sessions are Tuesdays 11-1pm during term time. Just turn up at Islington Boat Club 16-34 Graham St
N1. Tuition and all equipment provided for £5 per session.
Rowena Inzani

Nordic Walking makes strides
Heartfelt thanks go to Lynda Finn, a seasoned Nordic walker, who although she does not have time to
run a group, organized many introductory sessions so that everyone who is interested could learn
enough to get started. The group is now ready for the off, and it is great that Jan Durbridge and
Georgina Atkinson have come forward prepared to coordinate us. This type of walking is extremely
good exercise, partly because walkers go faster than they would on a normal walk, and also the long
poles give a very good upper body workout as well as exercising the legs. Lynda explained all we needed
to know about trainers, gloves, and of course the poles themselves. And she was very helpful with the
warm up and cool down exercises, which are extremely important. We can’t wait to get started.

Massive glass and fairy rings at Kew
The tree colours on the Gardening group’s annual late autumn trip to Kew were almost, but not quite,
overshadowed by the massive blown glass sculptures by American artist Dale Chihuly.
Dotted all over the gardens, these fantastic brightly coloured glass shapes, many designed and
produced specifically for Kew, were arresting, to say the least. Many were made up of hundreds of
blown glass “leaves” and “petals” in the brightest possible rainbow colours.
A volunteer guide gave us a fascinating tour, with background about Chihuly’s long life, (he is 78) his
techniques, and not least the organisational effort of transporting thousands of fragile pieces of glass
from Chihuly’s base in Washington State.
Many of the pieces were plant-like – and while all were undoubtedly eye-catching, some of us began
to think that the shapes and variety among real plants were more beautiful.
So in the end we were as tickled with the fairy ring that we saw as we were with the Chihulys.
Fairy rings appear when underground threads run from a central fungus and then, if conditions are
right, fruiting bodies all pop up at the same time at the same distance from the parent plant. Either
that, or they are seats for fairies to rest after strenuous dancing (on the internet you can find this
second explanation as well as the first).

Poetry Appreciation may be our longest-running group
Sharing a love of poetry is what motivates this group of up to 10 people, which has been running from
before the start of iU3A (as part of North London U3A). Some members have changed but the format
has remained the same. We meet fortnightly on Monday morning in a member’s house. The group
chooses a theme rather randomly in advance, we hunt at home for a suitable published poem on the
theme and bring it (with photocopies) to present at the next meeting.
After the reading, we have a discussion, usually amiable, and usually furthering our understanding and
appreciation. Poems are from any period, but need to be fairly short to fit in everyone’s choice, and
we keep a theme over two sessions.
Part of the enjoyment is the quest. Themes over the past year have been: Dwellings, Dissent,
Frightening Poems, The Greeks, Frivolous Verse, Animals, Children, Love, Favourite Shakespeare,
Poems about Poetry, and Colour. On the day we get an amazing and wonderful diversity of poems.
Poets range from Homer onwards.
I was asked for a picture of the group for the newsletter, but a poem seems more appropriate. For the
theme Frivolous Verse came Wendy Cope’s Favourite:
“When they ask me, ‘Who’s your favourite poet?’
I’d better not mention you,
Though you certainly are my favourite poet
And I like your poems too.”
Sarina Turner

French film buff needed to start a second group
The French Film group is so successful that a second group
will start as soon as a volunteer host can be found. If that
might be you, do get in touch at frenchfilm.iu3a@gmail.com.
The highly successful format is already in place: a glass of
(French) wine, a plate of bread and cheese (also usually
French, of course) a good film in the company of friends – the
perfect evening!
Over the past nine months the group has watched a variety of
films from the classic comedy Les Vacances de M Hulot to
L’Armée des Ombres, a WWII French resistance drama, which
was rated our best choice to date. The session ends with a
discussion, usually in a mixture of French and English, about
the film. If you are prepared to lead a second group, all you
need is seating for eight or ten and a TV. Alternatively, a second group does not have to follow the
pattern of the first one. Sessions, for example, could be held at the Old Fire Station in Holloway.
Isabel Dickson

And finally

Thanks to all those who contributed to this newsletter. As always it is so good to
hear that iU3A is thriving and growing, and to learn about all the new ideas and
groups.
Anna McKane

